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CONTESTATIONS OVER CLASSIFICATIONS: 
LAT/NOS, THE CENSUS AND RACE IN THE UNITED STATES 
Clara E. RODRÎGUEZ * 
The divergence between popular and state classifications of peoples has become 
increasingly important with the growing migration of peoples around the world. This 
paper examines this issue by foeusing on one group (La linos in the US) al one historica l 
juucture (the la te 20th-early 2lst centuries). Aft erexamining theevolution of US census 
« race» categories in the context of shifting politi cal, economie, and scientifi e trends, it 
reviews Hispanic/Latinos' responses to questions o f « race» on the US census and the 
theories that have surfaced to explain why so many Latinos choose the« Sorne Other 
Race» category on the census. It also chronicles the US governmenl 's efforts to 
discourage such responses and force Latinos inlo more traditional US race categories. 
The global uniqueness of the US's « race» concept is also underscored. [Key words: 
race, ethnicil y, classifications, social construction of race, census, Hispanics, Latinos, 
United States, France.] 
Débats autour des classifications: les latinos, le recensement et la question raciale aux 
États-Unis. Les divergences entre les classifi cations courantes des individus et cell es des 
États ont gagné en importance avec l'augmentation du nombre de personnes immigrées 
à travers le monde. Cet article ne traite que d'un groupe, celui des Latinos aux 
États-Unis, à ce point de contact entre la fin du xxe siècle et le début du xx1• siècle. 
Après avoir rappelé l'évolut ion des catégories de «races» dans le recensement nord-
américain, ce dans le contexte politi que, économique et scientifique changeant des 
dernières décennies, on s'intéressera à la réponse des 1-1 ispa niques/Latinos à la question 
de la « race» et aux expli cations qui ont été données au pourquoi du choix que tant 
d'entre eux ont fait de la catégorie« autre race». On fera aussi l' historique des effor ts 
du gouvernement des États-Unis pour décourager une telle réponse et forcer les Latinos 
à se positi onner dans des catégories de races plus traditionnelles. Le place du concept de 
« race», unique aux États-Unis, sera également souli gnée. [M ots-clés: race, ethnicité, 
classifi cations, construction sociale des races, recensements, Hispaniques, Latinos, 
États-Unis, France.] 
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New York 10023, États-Unis [crodriguez@Fordlrnm.edu]. 
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Dfrerge11cias sobre las clasificacio11es: los lati11os, el ce11so y las razas en los Estados 
Unùlos. Las divergcncias entre las clasifi cacioncs comuncs de la gente y las de los 
estados ha crecido sustancialmente con cl aumento de las migracioncs a nive! mundial. 
En ese trabajo se tratar:\ de un solo grupo, los latinos en los Estados Unidos, entre el 
final del siglo xx y el inicio del siglo xx1. Después de haber revisado la evoluci6n de las 
categorias raciales utili zadas por los ccnsos de los Estados Unidos en el marco de las 
transformaciones politicas, ccon6micas y cientificas recientes, se examinaran las res-
puestas de los latinos a la pregunta sobre la(s) raza(s) y las interpretaciones que se han 
venido dando al porqué de su elecci6n - tan frecuente - de la categoria « Otra raza ».Se 
revisaràn también los esfuerzos que el gobierno de los Estados Unidos ha rcali zado 
para controlar este tipo de respuesta y forzar a los latinos a elegir una categoria racial 
màs tradicional. Sc discute igualmente el conccpto de raza tal como se aplica de forma 
sin equivalente en los Estados Uni<los. [Palabras claves: raza, etnicidad, clasificaciones, 
construcci6n social de las razas, censo, hispanos, latinos, Estados Unidos, Francia.] 
As Morning (2008) notes, governments vary with regard to how they count 
their populations. Some use a simple count of individuals, as in France. Others 
also count categories of people, but not all use the same categories and the 
meanings given to the categories vary from country to country and sometimes 
within a country. « What is called " race" in one country might be labeled 
"ethnicity" in another... nationality means ancestry in somc contexts and citi-
zenship in others. Even within the same country, one tenu can take on several 
connotations, or several tcrms may be uscd interchangeably » (Morning 2008, 
p. 240). Despite these vari ations, the categories generall y reftect and support the 
scientifi c discourse and milieu of the nation at any given point in time. The 
categories used by governments ostensibly reflect group boundaries; but they may 
also reù!force, create and perpet11ate group boundaries and hierarchies. Finally, 
the categories may also be contested by the categorizcd. This paper analyzes an 
example of such a contestation. It focuses on Latinos 1 in the US atone historical 
juncture (the la te 20th-earl y 21 st centuries) 2 and examines their responses to 
questions of « race »on the US census. lt also examines the theories developed to 
cxplain the « Some Other Race» (SOR) response chosen by many Latinos and 
chronicles government efforts to force Latinos into more traditional US race 
categories. 
Perhaps, the most well-known example of the social construction of« race» 
is the experience of the Jews in Europe during World War II. A review of the 
evolution of categories in the US census also reft ects how socially constructed 
« race » is. What 's more changes in US cens us categories reflect the US's political-
cconomic and scientific mili eu at particular points in time. In addition, what is 
called and measured as« race» in the US census is particularly unique wi thin the 
larger world context. A historie emphasis on hypodescent (i.e., the one-drop rule) 
and the conceptual distinction betwecu race and ethnicity are two characteristics 
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that make «race» in the US distinct from many other countries (Davis 1991; 
Morning 2008). 
In contras! to France, which does not coll ect «ethnie statistics » and 
where there is much division as to whether to collect such statistics (Amiraux 
and Simon 2006; Sabbagh 2009), the US has - from its inception - used 
race/ethnie categories to count its population. These categories have changed 
over time, but a basic structure of « white» and « not white» has persisted. 
Interestingly, although today we call these categories « race categories », that is 
not what they were originally call ed. There was a shift from the use of the word 
« colo r » (or colour in the early censuses) to «race». Although in the 19th 
century the scientific discourse on « race» and « racia l diftèrences » was quite 
pronounced in the US and elsewhere 3 the word « race » was not used as a census 
category label until the 20th century, when it appeared in the 1900 census 
(Rodriguez 2000). 
Reflecting the importance of slavery to the US economy, when the US 
conducted its fir st constitutionally mandated decennial census in 1790, « Free 
Whites » were counted along with « Slaves». Slaves a re presumed to have been 
African or descendants of Africans. What is signifi cant in the choice of the phrase 
« Free Whites » is that a color tenu was uscd for this category. Other terms, such 
as « free inhabitants » or « free people » might have been chosen then, but they 
were not. The use of the term « White » initiated what would become in subse-
quent censuses a more clearly labeled « racial » classification schema (Anderson 
1988; Rodriguez 2000). There was a lso a third category, « Ail Other Free People» 
who are presumed to have been mixtures of Whites, the indigenous population 
and/or free people of color. Over time, the first two categories evolved into simply 
« Whites » and « Blacks ». The third category became, fir st, « A li other free 
persons, except Indians not taxed » between 1800-1810 and, then, « Free colored 
persons » ( 1830-1840). 
In 1850, somewhat in response to the concern over the high degree of mixing 
taking place and the all eged inferiority of the offspring of such Black and White 
mixi ng, mulattos were counted 4. Consequently, the third separate category 
disappearcd and Blacks were subdivided into Free and Slave Blacks and Free and 
Slave Mulattos. This categorization continued until the Civil War, when slavery 
was aboli shed and the categories that appeared in the 1870 census were merely 
Whites, Blacks, and Mulattos. Earli er, in response to the large number of immi-
grants arriving from Ireland and Germany, « Foreigners not naturali zed » were 
counted from 1820 to 1840. Other «race» categories were addecl as the groups 
increasccl in number and as concerns were raised about the la rge numbers 
entering the country, e.g., the Chinese (in 1870) and the Japanese category (in 
1880), or as they were recognized and resettlecl, e.g., American Indians (in 1870) 
(Rodriguez 2000, chap. 4). In essence, the changes in categories have reflected 
changes in scientifi c thought, immigration and political and economic concerns, 
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but a basic white and not-white racial dichotomy evolved and has prevailecl in US 
census classifications. 
With the arrivai of larger numbers of Spanish-speaking people from Mexico, 
Central and South America and the Caribbean cluring the second half of the 
twentieth century, the question of how to count this group surfaced. The passage 
of a number of anti-cliscriminationlegislative acts and thesubsequentdevelopment 
of aftirmative action programs in the l 960s-l 970s accentuated the need to 
dctermine the numbers of people in clisadvantaged groups. The honorable mili-
tary service and cleaths of many (mainly, at the time, Puerto Ricans and Mexi-
cans) convincecl legislators that they were cleserving of assistance and that the 
degree of clisaclvantage that existecl within these groups should be ascertained. 
But how to count the groups? The US hacl evolvecl a somewhat color-cocled 
race structure. There were Whites, Blacks, American Indians (recl), and Asians 
(yellow). This was a heterogenous group that resulted from the same kind of 
migrations and mixing that hacl led to the US population. They also brought their 
own racial constructions, which were a result of their own unique population 
histories and political-ideological developments. 
In 1980, a decision was macle by the census bureau to consider them an ethnie 
group within which individuals cou Id be of any race. This is still the basic census 
policy, but as we will see below, there has been a tension between this view and 
efforts to make the group into yet another « race » - occupying a perhaps 
« brown » category. Some would argue that this effort began with the attempt to 
place the Spanish origin population into one category, i.e., the Hispanie category 
in 1980 (see on this Oboler 1995). There was clearly precedent for this and it could 
be argued that the Spanish origin group was just as heterogenous as the groups 
now called « Black or African American » and « American Indian » had been. 
Yet, in the past the census had successfully subsumed widely varying nations, 
tribes and individuals into generic categories, e.g., « Indians » and « Blacks ». 
Eventually, man y came to identif y with, or, to accept the se terms as applying to 
their group-although many also retained their own individual or group identity, 
e.g., as Mohawk or Navajo. These categorizations were also accepted, by and 
large, by those 1101 in these categories. A similar result could be expected with the 
US census created category of« Hispanie». 
However, the categories used by governments to count populations are not 
always completely in synchronism with the categories used by the people being 
counted (Morning 2008, p. 259). Recent immigrants coming to the US from 
Europe or Africa often express surprise at being classified simply as« White »or 
« Black » - particularly if they have been minorities, or, if they had very distinct 
ethnie identities within their countries of origin, e.g., Albanians in Italy, the 
Yoruba in Nigeria, the Kurds in Iraq. State classifications may involve contesta-
tions over such categorizations. Or, there may be negotiations between state 
definitions and folk/popular understandings; or, between the dominant and the 
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dominated. Haney L6pez's review of the many court cases that individuals 
brought forth so that they (and the groups they represented) could be raciall y 
classified as« white » describes the numerous legal negotiations that have ensued 
during US history over racial classification (Haney L6pez 1996). Perhaps the 
most significant example of such a negotiation is the historie 1894 Supreme Court 
case of Plessy vs. Ferguson, which is recognized as sanctioning the (separate and 
unequal) Jim Crow practices and laws in existence then. The plaintiff in the case 
was Homer Adolph Plessy, a Black man who argued that since he was 7/8th white, 
and that since he « looked white,» he should be allowed to sil in the white section 
of a train. Other cases contested the 1790 law which disallowed non-Whites from 
becoming naturalized citi zens. Two significant cases are Ozawa vs. United States 
(1922) and Bhagat Singh Thind vs. US 261 US204 (1923). Ozawa, a Japanese 
immigrant argued that because his skin was white, indecd whiter than that of 
many Caucasians, he should be classified as white. Bhagat Singh Thind, an Indian 
immigrant made the case that since science had found thal Indians were Cauca-
sian, he should be classified as white. These cases wcre brought before the comts 
because the plaintiffs wanted the same ri ghts and advantages that Whites 
enjoyed. Few werc successful; both of thcse plaintiffs lost. 
THE CllANGING DEi\ IOGRAPillC CONTLXT IN THE US 
Just as other cases of contestation are best understood whcn placed wi thin 
their historical and structural context, the signifi cance of Hispanic/Latinos res-
ponses to census questions on race is best understood in the context of race 
reporting in the US's current demographic milieu. Today, almost one of evcry 
three US residents is of non-European origin. Hispanics/Latinos are the larges! 
minority group and census estima tes showed them to be 14 percent of the nation's 
total population or 41.3 milli on as of July 1, 2004. However, this estimate does 
not include the 3.9 milli on residents of Puerto Rico, who are a lso US citi zens and 
would mise the total to 45.2 million 5. This would make the US population of 
Latinos larger than the population of Spain and the second-largest Spanish-
origin population in the hemisphere, after Mexico (Thomas 2005, pp. 73-76). 
The growth of this population since 1980 has also been dramatic. Hispanics/ 
Latinos grew more than seven times faster than the population of the nation as a 
whole, increasing by half, while the white (non-Hispanie) population increased by 
only 6 percent between 1980 and 1990 (US Bmcau of the Census 1991, table 1; US 
Bureau of the Cens us 1993, p. 2). 1 n the next decade, the Hispanie population 
increased 58 percent. The most rccent fi gmes show that between 2003 and 2004, 
one of every two people added to the nation's population was Hispanie 6. 
Consequently, not only are Latinos a substantial part of the US population, but 
they account for half il s population growth. 
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Race and et/111icity in the US census 
How particular groups are countecl and classifi.ecl often involves confiicts 
between state clefi.nitions and folk or popular unclerstandings. Hence, and for 
example, persons may be classifi.ecl «White» in the US, but may consider 
themselves Jewish or Islamic instead of White. Or, they may consicler themselves 
not qui te the sa me as « plain vanilla white», but perhaps Jewish and white. The 
sa me can be saie! for the other race groups in the US cens us, i.e., those classifi.ecl as 
Black or African American may see themselves more as Yoruba or Jamaican; or, 
as Jamaican a11d Black. 
This conftict or contest between state and folk unclerstandings is universal. 
Chantal Caillavet refers to it, in her response to my ー｡ｰ･Ｑｾ＠ as « the divergence 
between the point of view of the passive "subjects", and those in power, or the 
dominant society in a given period »(Caillavet 2006). This divergence or contes-
tation has grown as an issue along with the increasing migration of peoples 
arouncl the world. The experience of Latinos in the US census provicles insight 
into one such contestation. 
The US census has usecl a variety of indicators as it has wrestled with the 
question of how to best count and categorize the group we now call Hispanie or 
Latino. For a periocl of lime, the US Cens us Bureau used cultural indicators, such 
as whether the person's mother longue was Spanish ( 1940), and whether they had 
a Spanish surname (1950) or were of« Spanish Origin » (1970). (In other worcls: 
language, surname and ancestry.) ln 1930, the Census Bureau also included a 
separate category in the race question for one particular Latino group, i.e., the 
« Mexican » group. This category was eliminatecl in subsequent censuses. From 
1940-1980, Puerto Ricans, Mexicans and ail other Latinos were classified as 
«White» un Jess the census interviewer cleterminecl (or the responclent indicated 
to the interviewer) that they were some other race category, e.g., Black, Asian, etc. 
The 1980 census markecl a major turning point. This was when the US Census 
introcluced-in response to political pressure frorn Hispanie organizations - what 
it called « the Hispanie Identifier » (Cholclin 1986). This was a specific question, 
whieh asked ail resiclents whether or not they were Hispanie. If the responclent 
saie! « Yes », they then cheeked off one of four boxes, i.e., Mexican, Cuban, 
Puerto Riean, and other Hispanie (specif y), to inclicate what kind of Hispanie 
they were. Soit was in 1980 that Hispanics were first counted on a national basis. 
(This same Hispanie identifier is still a part of the census and it is included in the 
«short form » that goes out to ail residents 7.) There is also a question on race 
that asks ail people, Hispanie and non-Hispanie, to indicate their race. In the last 
2000 census, the two questions appeared as appears in Figure 1. 
In addition to including the Hispanie identifier, it was also in 1980 that the US 
census instituted its mail-back questionnaire system. In so doing, it altered the 
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_, NOTE: Plcasc answcr BOTH Quesli ons 7 and 8. 
7. ls Pcrson 1 Spanish/Hispanic/Lalino? Mnrk ｾ＠ lhc No box if 
1101 Spanish/Hispanic/Lali no. 
o No, no! Spanish/Hispanicflalino 
o Ycs, Puerto Rican 
o Ycs, Mexican, Mcxican Am., Chicano 
o Ycs, Cuban 
o Ycs, 01hcr Spanish/Hispanic/La1ino - Prin! grou1l.( 
8. Whal is Pcrson l 's race? Mark l8J one or more mecs Io indicalc 
whal 1his person considcrs himsclf/herselflo be. 
o Whilc 
o Black, Afri can Am., or Negro 
o Amcrican lndian or Alaska NalÎ\'C - Pri11t 11a111e of enrolled or 
pri11cip<1f tribe. 1 
o Asian lndian 
o Japancsc 
o NalÎ\'C Hawaii an 
o Chincsc 
o Korcan 
o Guamanian or Chamorro 
o Fil ipi no 
o Vic111amcsc 
o Samoan 
o Olhcr Asian - Prim race. l 
o Olhcr Pacifie lslandcr - Pri111 race.! 
o Somc olher mec - l'ri11t rnn•. j 
FIG. I 
way in which it measured race 8. l suspect that when it moved to its mail-back 
system, few contemplated any major difti culties in moving from having race 
determined by others (i .e., census takers) to having individuals determine their 
own race. Aft er ail , race was race. For dccacles, it had becn describecl in many 
sociological texts and elsewhere as an ascribecl characteristi c, i.e., something that 
we were born with at birth, li ke sex, that was easil y recognizable and that did not 
change during our lifetime. Indced, the US census had - since il s inception in 
1790 - assumed an eithcr/or approach - one was in a particular category or one 
was not. Race had discrete racial categories. T he kind of overlap or porous 
boundaries between groups (or between race and ethnici ty) that many academics 
discuss toclay, was less clearly in view 9. 
T he major categories provided for race in the 1980 and 1990 census were by 
now standard. T hey werc: White, Black, Asian or Pacifi e Islander, American 
Indian or « Other race». The last three categories provicled write-in opportuni-
ties, e.g., specify tribe in the American Inclian category. T he last category, the 
« Other race» category was the miscell a neous, or « none of the above » cate-
gory IO_ Il had evolved in the census as a place to put new, but small groups that 
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did not have a specifi c racial category. For example, Asian Indians, or« Hindus » 
as they were then ail called - regardless of religion - wcre placed into this 
category at the turn of the 19th century. However, thecategory of« Other Race» 
was to change dramaticall y after the 1980 census, for million s of Latinos were to 
choose this category for the next three decennial censuses. In fact, various smaller, 
previous censuses (generally conducted by census enumerators) had indicated 
that Hispanics/Latinos were 90 % white. After 1980, the official racial classifica-
tion of Latinos changed dramatically. For the 1980, 1990 and 2000 censuses only 
about half of Latinos were to report themselves as white, and over 40 % would 
choose the « Other Race» category in the last three nation-wide decennial 
censuses. In essence, since 1980, Hispanics/Latinos have responded to questions 
of race in starkly different terms than the non-Hispanie population in the US- in 
ways that have confounded census officiai s but also moved us to think about 
« race » in new ways. 
Another major change in the way that the US counted it s people is that in the 
year 2000, respondents were allowed to choose more tlia11 one race category. This 
altered the 200-year practice of the US census, which required that individuals 
choose only one race category. This« only one race » practice had reinforced and 
reftected the hypodescent (or one drop rule). Accordingly, persons who were of 
<liftèrent (supposedly pure) races were to be classified socially and, in the census, 
as a member of the non-white race, regardless of physical appearance, cultural 
socialization, or persona! identity preference. Interestingly, few Americans 
(2.4 %) chose more than one race. Hispanics/Latinos chose more than two 
categories two and a half times as often, but even this was only 6.3 %. What aga in 
loomed large were the 42.2 % who chose the « Sorne Other Race» (SOR) 
category; many of whom also wrote in a Latino descriptor, such as Mexican, 
Chicano, Puerto Rican, Honduran in the specify portion of the race question (US 
Bureau of the Census 200la, p. IO). This response contrasted vividly with the 
proportion - only 0.2 % - of non-Hispanics who chose the same (SOR) category 
(US Bureau of the Ccnsus 200lb). Figure 2 indicates how the remainder of the 
L atino population answered the race question in the year 2000: 47.9 % of Latinos 
indicatcd they were White, 2 % reported they were Black, 1.2 % said they were 
American Indian, and Jess than 1 % said they were Asian, Native Hawaiian, or 
Othcr Pacifie Islander. 
The tendency of a la rge portion of Latinos to choose the « other race» 
category and to write in Latino descriptors has been a consistent pattern for the 
last three decennial censuses. In both the 1980 and 1990 censuses, about 40 % of 
Latinos in the country chose this category (Dent on and Massey 1989; Tienda and 
Ortiz 1986; Martin et al. 1990; Rodrigucz 1990, 1991, 199la, 199lb). Latinos' 
SOR response has continued despite various attempts on the part of the US 
census to dissuade the« Other Race» response. For example, the census inserted 
the word « race» into the race question numerous limes, reversed the questions, 
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FIG. 2 - Hispanic/Latino population by race, census 2000. 
so that the Hispanie origin question would precedc the race question, and in the 
2000 census, added the word « Some » to the « Other race» category in an 
attempt to rnake clear that the race question was calling for a race response and 
nota national origin or Latina descriptor. Even the decision to all ow respondents 
to choose more tban one race category was an attcmpt to dissuade Latinos from 
choosing the Other Race category (Padilla 2001). ln fact, the proportion and 
numbers of Latinos choosing SOR has grown significantly (Guzman and Diaz 
McConnell 2002) and was estimated in 2004 to be over 19 million people. The 
problem with the SOR response, from the govcrnment and statistician's perspec-
ti ve, is that it is not possible to arbitrarily place those in the SOR group into the 
traditional US racial catcgories of white, black, etc. 
POINTS OF CLA RIFICATION 
Before proceeding to an cxamination of why Latina responses to the race 
question are so diflèrent from that of non-Latinos, it is perhaps important to 
make a few points of clarifi cation for those less familiar with Latinos in the US 
and wit h how race and ethnie data are used in the US. 
Use of race and ethnie data 
First, it is important to clarify that the race and ethnie data are very significant 
and are reli ed upon by a variety of users in the US. For example, they are used by 
governmental and non-govcrnmenta l agencies to implement civil rights legisla-
tion, anti-discrimination policies, health planning, research and operations. The 
private scctor also uses the data to estimate dcmand for products and services and 
to locale facilities. Non-profit organizations use the data to gain information, 
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develop proposais, and advocate for the groups they represent or seek to serve. 
Finally, academics and journalists use the data for basic and policy-related 
research and to frame issues of interest to the public and to describe the« face » 
of the population. 
Latinos and socioeconomic status in tlte US 
It is also important to note, for those unfamiliar with the US context that, 
although there are still unresolved questions on how « race» or color operate 
among Latinos, a number of studies have found substantial socioeconomic (SES) 
differences by race among Latinos. In general, studies have found that Latinos 
who report that they are Black (or who are seen as« dark »)are more residentially 
segregated and have lower SES outcomes than their White Hispanie counter-
parts 11 • Although other variables have also inftuenced SES (e.g., the labor 
markets faced by different groups of Latinos), this « color cost » has been 
observed for some time 12 . 
Tite lteterogeneity of tlte Hispanic/Latino populations 
The tenns Latino or Hispanie may obscure for some the actual heterogeneity 
that the term represents 13• The Latina/Hispanie group is composed of a variety 
of Latino national origin groups. Figures 3a and 3b show what this medley 
looked like in 2000, with and without the inclusion of the residents of Puerto 
Rico, who are US citizens 14• As the figure indicates, Latinos of Mexican origin 
constituted the majority, Puerto Ricans the second largest single group, followed 
by Cubans. Ali other Latinos/Hispanics (i .e., from diftèrent national origins) 
combined constituted 26-28 % of the total. Despite this diversity of national 
origins, ail Latino groups chose the SOR response to a much greater degree than 
did non-Latinos. For example, in the 1990 census, while only 12 % of Cubans 
chose this category, 47 % of Mexicans and 59 % of Salvadorans did so 
(Rodriguez 2000, p. 9). More recent studies also showed similar diftèrentials in 
reporting by Hispanie national origin, see, e.g., US Dept. of Labor, Bureau of 
Labor Statistics (1995, p. 4), Tucker et al. (1996, p. 45), and Saenz (2004). Such 
diftèrentials between Latino national origin groups pale, however, when compa-
red to the diftèrence between Latinos and non-Latinos. As will be recalled, in 
2000, less than 1 %of non-LatinoschoseSOR ascompared with 42 %of Latinos. 
Adding to the diversity of this population is that each group is also physically 
quite diverse, refiecting - as does the US population - the migrations and blen-






Fia. 3a. - US Hispanics, 2000. 
(source: US ｢ｵｲｾ｡ｵ＠ of the census, 2001) 
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FIG. 3b. - US Hispanics, Puerto Rico included, 2000. 
THEORIES, INTERPRETATIONS AND ASSUi\'lPTJONS 
Let us turn now to rescarch and interpretations that have been advanced to 
explain why so many Latinos chose the « Some Other Race» response in the 
census 15• These include the mixture and confusion assumptions; the theory that 
Latinos have a <liftèrent understanding of race, which has developed in Latin 
America; the denial of race; examinations of how contexts influence responses; 
and the racialization and non-asimilation hypotheses. 
« lvl ixed or 11111/t ira ci al » and« mixed up or co11/11sed » 
An initial explanation of the Latino SOR response was to assume that 
Latinos were indicating that they were of « mixecl race» or multiracial (see 
Gonzales and Rodriguez 2004; Rodriguez 1992). However, when given the option 
to choose more than one race category in the 2000 census, only 6.3 percent of 
Latinos clid so and most of these inclicatecl that they were « White » and « Sorne 
Other Race» and many specified a national origin in the second category. In light 
of litt le mainstream research in the area, another of the early expia nations offered 
for « the other race» departure of Latinos was the assumption that Hispanics 
hacl misunclcrstood or had difficulty with the question (see McKcnney and 
Bennett 1994, p. 21; McKenney and Cresce 1993, pp. 173-222; Scarr 1994, p. 9; 
McKcnney, Bennett et al. 1993; Buehler et al. 1989, p. 458; Rodriguez 199 la, 
pp. 77-78). Misunderstanding of the question uncloubtedly accounted for some 
responses, but it is doubtful that it accounted for ail 40 % of respondents. 
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« Spanish race» and« race» in the US 
Another view con tends that it is possible that respondents may have interpre-
ted the question within their own frame of reference, which may be a <liftèrent 
frame of reference than that generall y used in the US 16• Indeed, Hirschman, 
Alba and Farley (2000, p. 388) indicate that: « Many Hispanics, especiall y immi-
grants, are unsure how to rcspond to census questions on race because the North 
American concept of race is not established so firmly in Latin American 
cultures». This implies that there are dual constructions of race, i.e.,« Spanish 
race» and « race» in the US. 
Caill avet's (2006) comments provide some insight into how racial/ethnie 
distinctions evolvcd in the Northcrn Andes of Latin America. Her comments a re 
based upon the historical studies of Andean societies (especiall y Ecuador and 
Colombia) that she has conducted. She examined the changes in race, ethnie and 
census categories that occurred there during the colonial period and how they 
reftect the political structures of their times. She finds, for example, that where the 
dominated population is primarily autochthonous or indigeno us and« the domi-
nant population has an externa l origin, and it is, demographicall y, in a small 
minority », - a situation very typical of the N orthern Andes areas then - the 
dominant elite class « will continue to justify and exercise il s domination by 
accentuating ethnie difièrence in the most visible and external way, introducing 
racial classification, and creating hierarchies of these phenotypes » (Caillavet 
2006, p. 2). The ways in which these ethnie lines were accentuated include the 
insistence on the lndians' wearing standardized clothing of « man ta y camiseta » 
and keeping their ha ir long - regardless of the variety of hair styles they'd had 
before the Spanish conquista, which wcre many. Al so, accentuating boundary 
diftè rences bctween groups were the prohibitions against any kind of head dress, 
a ban on body paintings, and hairstyles and head adornments. These require-
ments placcd them in contras! to the varied dress, ha irstyles, adornments and 
short haïr of the dominant group and accentuated pbenotypic diftèrences. 
Interestingly, at this point, the mestizos (which included every type of mixture) 
wcre aligned with the Spanish or white category. This kept the indigenous race 
« pure. » The pure indigenous were forccd to pay taxes or supply labor. Those 
who were not classified as indigenous were not subject to these requirements but 
had other tasks. 
Curiously, Caill avet (2006) finds that, during this same period, Spain followed 
a <liftè rent strategy to govern the dominated. Here, the Jews and Muslim s, who 
had not been expelled, were obligated to downplay diftèrences. For example, in 
contras! to their former cultural practices, they were now forced to have beards 
and to wash themselves less often - thereby, discarding the Muslim cultural 
practice of bathing in public bath bouses. She a lso notes that in both areas, there 
was continua i evolution of categories and changes within categories. For example, 
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in Quito, Ecuador, the category of « Mestizo » was not separated from that of 
« White » in the la te eighteenth ccntury censuses, but it does appear as a scparate 
category in the nineteenth century when the Republic takes contrai. In additi on, 
Caillavet (2006, p. 3) adds that the understanding of what formai catcgories 
meant often varicd. So that although Whites and Mesti zos might have been 
placed in the same category, the realit y was that there was a growing separation 
between the white aristocracy and the M esti zos, which included Mulattos and 
li ghter-skinned « Montaîieses ». Also a minority of low-income Whites might be 
rcferred to « pejorati vely »as mesti zo in one a rea, white a stable, rural Mesti zo 
population in another a rea was classifiecl as white. Lastly, she points out that 
within these classifi cations, individ uals negotiated or sought out the most advan-
tageous type of classification - and that this did not seem to be particularly 
problematic 17. Caill avet (2006) notes that this had been a common practice in the 
Ancien Régime in Europe, where individuals moved from one part of the country 
to another (o r from the Old World to the New World) and left their earlier 
identities and histories behind, changing their names, reli gions, oft en pursuing 
clifferent occupations and sometimes becoming landholders instead of being 
landless peasants. Women, of course, did this regularly and in a sanctioned way 
when they married, changed their na me, and migrated to the other areas. 
Both of these strategies for dealing with the dominated a re in contrast to 
those developed in the US. In the US, a <liftè rent approach was taken to ensure 
that this dominant group retained dominance. This involvcd creating and/or 
rein forcing the idea of the« purity » of the white race. The« white » group came 
to be defined as a group, which had no «black blood » (or, in many cases, any 
non-white). Although we know now that blood is blood, historicall y in the US 
any type of mi xture was deemecl non-white and this off-spring viewed as non-
white. Consequently, if it was found that a persan had « one-drop» of black 
blood, they and their children could never be white - whi te in Latin America 
« whitening » occurred over time. In the US « passing » as White oceurred but 
when discovercd often had serious and negative legal and social consequences. 
T his idea of hypodescent kept the dominant group « pure »and prevented others 
(not of this group) from becoming a part of it. Separate schools, churches, 
residences, etc. helped to develop, perpetuate and reinforcc group boundaries 
between the dominated and the dominant. New immigrants coming to the US 
entered into their respective queues, based on this white/no! white division. 
Accordingly, we can note some basic, broad difièrences between racial cons-
tructions in the US and in Latin America. In the United States, rules of hypo-
descent and categories based on presumed genealogical-biological criteri a have 
dominated thinking about race. Racial categories have been few, discrcte, and 
mutually exclusive, wi th color, hypodescent or knowledge of African ancestry 
playing important raies. Categories for mixtures, e.g., mulatto, have been impor-
tant at times, but ultimately transito ry. In contras!, in Latin America, racial 
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constructions have tended to be more fluid and based on many variables, 
like socia l class and phenotype. There have also been many, oft en overlapping 
categories, and mixtures have been more consistently acknowledged and have 
had their own terminology. White in the US, those with « one-drop » of « black 
blood » could never become white, in Latin America, « whitening » occurred 
over generations, and, on some occasions, within one generation, e.g., when an 
inclividual acquired greater wealth or status. U nfortunately, the whitening 
process a lso tended to include the depreciation of indigenous or Africau 
a ncestries. It is argued that thesc general differences are what many Latinos 
bring into the US, and they strongly determine how they vicw their own 
« identity » and that of others - and that this is refl ected in their responses to 
the questions of race. 
This perspective that Latinos view race differently, i.e., that their folk view is 
<l iftè rent from the U S state view, has recently received more attention. There does 
appear to be some evidence for a difièrent understanding of what race is; or, that 
the Spanish tcnn « raza » is not exactly equivalent to the Engli sh term « race » 
- at least as understood in the US. It may be that for Latinos the concept of 
« race» is Jess influenced by hypodescent or blood quantum (as is the case in the 
US) and more influenced by other variables such as class, culture, appearance, 
education, national origin, ethnici ty, or nationalit y; or, a combination of 
these and skin color (see Bates et al. 1994, p. 109; Rodriguez 1991a, 1992; 
Rodriguez and Cordero Guzman 1992; US Offi ce of Management and 
Budget 1995, p. 44689). 
In essence, within this view, many of the individuals who chose the « Other 
Race » category on the census forms and wrote in a Latino referent saw themsel-
ves as members of a group that had its separate et/111icity and sa111 that et/111icity as 
i11depe11de11t of the other social and« racial » categories li sted in the race question. 
In other words, they were « una raza di ferente » but this was not equivalent to a 
separate race as defin ed withi n the US race classification system. The Latino 
referents, which werc written in, e.g., as Hispanie, Latinos, Mexicans, etc., indi-
cated this. Many Latinos placed themselves in a category that said they « were 
none of the above », i.e., the SOR category. H owever, research in this area 
indicates that, on further probing, some Latinos who choosc SOR may also 
acknowledgc that their phenotype or color would place them in the other 
categories, e.g., as White, Black, American Indian, and that others might place 
them there (Rodriguez 2000). 
Dut does this mean that there is one Latino view of race to which ail Latinos 
subscri be? Apparently not. N ot ail Latinos responcled that they were « Sorne 
Other Race» on the census. Only 47 % of ail Latinos sa id they were SOR, others 
reported that they were just white, black, etc. Moreover, there are <liftè rent views 
of race within difiè rent countries, classes, and even famili es. Latin Americans' 
views of race are dependent on a complex array of factors, one of which is the 
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racial formation process in their countries of origin (see on this, Sa fa 1998). There 
are a lso other variables that influence individua ls' views of race, e.g., class, racial 
phenotypes within families, and educational experiences. 
In addition, « race» as understood by many Latinos is not without its own 
racism, colorism, and other biases; it too is based on historical socia l construc-
tions that involve slavery, conquest and coloniali st regimes (Rodriguez 2000, 
chap. 6). Nor, does it mean that « Spanish race» views are devoid of implications 
of power and privi lege- both among Latinos in Latin America and in the United 
States (see Torres and Whitten 1998; Martinez-Echazabal 1998). 
With regard to the future, some authors have written on the increasing 
convergence of racial constructions in the US and in Latin America. However, it 
is unclear whether the US is becoming more like Latin America and maski ng its 
own racism as Hernandez (2002) and Bonilla-Silva (2003) maintain; or, whether 
Latin America is becoming more like the US. ln the latter perspecti ve, US views 
and race questions are becoming part of Latin America, especially via the 
educationa l training or experience of Latin American elites; research exchanges 
and projects funded by US foundations and other institutions in Latin America. 
Also influencing such change is research carricd out by North American scholars, 
who apply US-based paradigms and interpretations to their research conclu-
sio ns; these, in turn, serve to educate new generations of younger scholars, both in 
the US and Latin America. Echoes of this debate can be heard in the lit erature on 
Brazil (see e.g., Harris et al. 1993; Telles 1995; Bailey 2002, 2008). What is clear is 
that « race » is indced changing in both hemispheres and that with greater time in 
the US Latino's racial and ethnie identities wi ll also change. 
Denial of race 
Another perspecti ve that, to some extent, chall enges the Spanish race 
view, interprets the choosing of the « some other race» category as reficcting 
a denial of race, or, a disinclination to identi fy as «Black» or « Indian ». In 
other words, and for example, that by not checking traditi onal US race 
categories, Latinos evade their racial designation as Black - and being non-white 
or black is a reality in countries dominated by Whites. But not much empirical 
research has been done on this (see, however, Rodriguez and Cordero Guzman 
1992; lt zigsohn, G iorguli and Vazquez 2005; Roman 2001). More recently, 
Morning (2008, p. 255) has proposed that the fact that the US census has two 
questions, one measuring ethnicity and the other measuring race, unwittingly 
supports the «long standing bclief that race refiects biological difference and 
ethnicity stems from cultural diftèrences ».This conceptual distinction, which is 
refl ected on the census fonn, may induce those of Spanish origin to choose the 
SOR category and write in national origins. Tt may also induce others, e.g., many 
Haitians, who view ethnicity, national origin and race to be somewhat synony-
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mous terms, and whose groups do not specifi call y appear on the census fonn, to 
choose SOR. 
ｃ ｏ ｎｔ ｾｘ ｔ ｕａ ｌｉ ｎｆ ｌ ｕｅｎｃｅｓ＠
T he question of how « context » influences Latinos' racia l respouses is one 
area that has benefit ed from solid and ample empirical research. It is, however, 
also a complex a rea because it involves defini ng « coutext » in a myriad of ways. 
For example, there is the micro context, which includes, fo r instance, the context 
that the question presents to the respondent. T here is also the macro context, 
which is the la rger context wilhin which the persan was raised or resides. The 
fo ll owing sections cover fi rst research in the micro contexts and then various 
approaches that take a mo re macro view. 
T he micro context is the context in which the questi on is asked and its format. 
Depending on question context, Latino responses to race questions are more 
variable than the mo re consistent responses of Whites, A fr ican Americans and 
Asians, who respond similarly regardless of how the question is asked. This 
reftects the extent to which many Latina responses are contextuall y influenced. 
Variables that affect Latino responses to the race questio n on the micro level 
include: who asks the question; who answers the question; how and where the 
question is asked , i.e., is there an Anglo interviewer, a Hi spanie category as a 
possible choice, the presence of other cultural groups as categori es; aud, the 
phrasing, structure, placement, format and purpose of the questions (sce 
Rodriguez 2000, chap. 7; Tafoya 2004; Chevan 1990; Ramirez 2005; H irschman, 
A lba and Farley 2000, p. 388; Landale and Oropeza 2002; Rodriguez and Cor-
dera Guzman 1992; Jtzigsolm, G iorguli and Vazquez 2005). 
The local co11text: place and 11eighbor ma/Ier 
A few researchers have found that place - or the local context - matters in 
cletermining how Latinos answer questions about race. For example, Itzigsohn, 
G iorguli and Vazquez (2005) found that, despite similar socioeconomic profil es, 
the Dominicans in Providence were more likely to choose the tenn « Hispano » 
than those in Washington Heights who chose« Black » more often. They main-
tain that this is related to the greater number, presence and salience of 13lacks in 
NYC (23.6 % in the 2000 census) as compared with Providence (7.5 %). They a lso 
ci te Logan (2004) who, examining nationa l data, asserts that the greater the 
proportion of Blacks in an a rea, the greater the proportion of Lati nos who report 
on the cens us that they a re Black. Rodriguez (1990) examining earli er 1980 census 
data on the racia l identifi cation of Hispanics by state also fo und that the greater 
the proportion of Bl acks in a state, the lower the proportion of Hispanics who 
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chose the« Some Other Race» option. She speculated that the more sali ent the 
biracial structure, i.e., the greater the proportio n of Blacks and Whitcs, the more 
likely Hispanics were to accept bi racia l classifi cation for themselves 
as White or Black 18• 
Logan (2004) contends that Latino racial identification is the result of peo-
p le's identiti es being affected by the social and cultural mili eu in which they li ve. 
H e says that intermarriage, everyday encountcrs with racial identification by 
others, and the strong presence of African American and black diasporic culture 
in NY influence many Dominicans to identify as Black (sce also Itzigsohn, 
Giorguli and Vazquez 2005). Another context that appears to influence Latina 
racia l reporting is the educational context and the race and cthnicity of fell ow 
studcnts (on this sce, Vaquera and Kao 2006; Vaquera and Doyle 2005; Harri s 
and Sim 2002; Eschbach and Gomez 1998). 
1vfigratio11 and changes in contexts 
Some authors have a rgued that with migration to the Uni ted States, concep-
tions of ethnie, racial and national identities are often call ed into question and 
identities become «a terrain of ideological contestation » (Omi and Winant 
1995; Duany 1998, p. 149; Foner 1998; Torres-Saillant 1998; Oboler 1995). Some 
observers ask whether the L atino write-ins, refi ecting national origin, etc. in SOR 
refl ect the ideological contestation to which the authors above alludc (see 
McKcnney and Bennett 1994). These results suggest that when individuals 
migrate from their home countries to the US, they enter a different racial 
structure. This expcrience was carly noted by the anthropologist Wagley (1965), 
who describcd how a man's racia l classifi catio n cou Id cha nge when traveling from 
the Caribbean, whcre he would be white, to Mexico, where he might be describcd 
as mulatto, to the US, where he was negro or black 19. 
The racializatio11 co11te.Yt: histories and discrimination 
A lthough the process of raciali zation and discrimination can also be thought 
of as conjoincd contextua l factors, they are discussed separately here. ln the 
Itzigsohn, G iorguli and Vazquez (2005) study on Dominicans, the authors 
concluded that the experience and perception of racial discrimination - whether 
in the US or in their home countries - played an important rote in racial 
self- classification. They found that only those who identifi ed as« white» repor-
tcd li ttle discrimination against Dominicans. Howevcr, Dominicans who identi-
fied as black or « hispano » had a more negati ve view of US and Dominican 
relations, reportcd greater discriminatory experiences and beli evcd that Domini-
cans were discriminated against in the US. In contras!, Dominicans who identi-
fied as« indio » (Indian) had more positi ve views of US and Dominican relati ons 
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than those who identified as black. The authors contend that identifying as 
« indio » is another way of distancing one's self from blackness and that this 
distancing has historical roots in the Dominican Republic. They also note that 
West Indian and African immigrants have confronted similar tensions between 
racial and ethnie identity - suggesting other instances of contestation over US 
classifications. 
Racializalio11a11d11011-assi111ilatio11 
Is the Latino SOR response to the race question a refusai to assimilate or to 
accept racial categories and become Americans? Does the discrimination expe-
rienced within the US social context play a fondamental role in choosing SOR? 
Golash-Boza (2006) addresses the question more generally when she asks if the 
experience of discrimination affects whether individuals identify as« American » 
or in ethnie terms. She finds that Hispanics who experienced discrimination were 
more likely to adopt pan-ethnie terms such as Hispanie or Latino, as opposed to 
the term American. She also found that the use of pan-ethnie terms had grown 
substantially during the 12 years period she studied, from 39 % in 1989 to 81 % in 
2002 20. She also found that darker skinned Hispanics were also more likely to 
adopt or retain their national origin identifier as opposed to an American 
identifier (see also Bonilla-Silva 2003, Vaquera and Kao 2005 on this). 
THE: ｾｉａｎｙ＠ INFLUENCES 
In summary, for many Latinos, responses to questions of race are seldom the 
simple, straightforward affairs that they tend to be for most non-Hispanie Whites 
(Rodriguez el al. 1991) 21. Indeed, what the current and limited research seems to 
indicate is the complexity of race for Latinos in the United States. Latinos' views 
of race appear to be influenced by a complex array of factors. These include the 
racial formation process in countries of origin, class status, exposure to US 
educational systems, phenotype and perception of phenotype by North Ameri-
cans, phenotypic variation within their family, language, age and/or generational 
status, experiences of discrimination and racialization, and education. They also 
include social variables, such as significant experiences in schools,jobs, and social 
settings, neighborhood socialization and the racial composition where they live. 
Case studies in the literature also indicate that there is change over time with 
regard to how Latinos respond to questions of race (Rodriguez el al. 1991 ). Each 
of the above needs further investigation and ail probably account to some degree 
for the SOR response and many interface with one another. However, much more 
research is needed to determine whether some of these explanations apply more 
to one Latino group than to another. 
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What is evident is what Véran (2006) and Landale and Oropeza (2002) have 
noted and that is that the construction of a racial and ethnie iclentity is an 
ongoing process that involves negotiation between an individual and others (see 
also Omi and Winant 1995; Portes and Rumbaut 2001; Rodriguez and Cordero 
Guzman 1992; Rodriguez 2000; Waters 1999). Self-definition s shift over time and 
across social contexts. This negotiation (and perhaps contestation) is refl ected in 
Latinos' SOR response. 
As Véran (2006, p. 1) no tes, the SOR response «questions the interaction 
between social, political and analytical categorizations ». In essence, many Lati-
nos (over 40 %) do no t consider themselves part of the structure of signification. 
Sociall y and politically, they do not organize themselves as White Latinos, 
although some do organize and identify as Afro Latinos, and some new immi-
grants also identify as Native American lndian. Analytically, the SOR response 
can be seen as a challenge to the way in which the Census and other social 
scientists construct categories. This negotiation is at work in France and 
increasingly in other countries that have received immigrants from former colo-
nies, or, from culturall y and physicall y distant shores. What the outcome of these 
negotiations will be are unclear in both France and the US. A ccording to Véran 
(2006, p. 2) in both France's « political fi ction » where racial categori zation is 
forbidden and in the US's more supposedly pragmatic framework, social groups 
are challenging the structures of signification and questioning « the political 
meanings and uses of racial categories ». 
But, according to Véran, from the French racial fiction perspective, Latinos' 
SOR choice mises a number of questions for ail theorists. Among them are 
« what is the meaning of race? ». Is il possible to exempt biology from analytical 
categori zation? Or, is ethnicity to race what gender is to sex? How can the 
categories in the US census be adapted so as to better refl ect the views of Latinos? 
And, lastly, if so many reject the classic categories, as the SOR response indicates, 
do we still need to classify people raciall y? Would it be best to use ethnie 
designators fo r ail - as Morning (2008) recommends? 22 As plans for the US's 
2010 census move along, it does no t appear that « race » will be dropped 
- although as the secti on below will indicate, there have been many attempts to 
discourage the SOR response and to increase Latino reporting in the traditiona l 
White, Black, etc. categories. Moreover, new research in this area indicates that 
many are investigating the « raciali zation of Latinos in the US ». This suggests 
that the pressures to assimilate o r adapt to the current race-color based structures 
are qui te strong. Jt may be, that - for the time being - Véran's (2006, p. 4) quote 
o f Adriene Rich (1974] still refl ects the current situation:« this is the oppressor's 
language, yet J need it to talk to you ». 
There is an intense but multifaceted questioning occurring within French 
«cultures of scho la rship » and in public debate over whether to enumerate the 
population using ethnie statisti cs (Amiraux and Simon 2006). On the one hand, 
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such categories may enable the government in France to investigate and pursue 
(more aggressively?) anti-discrimination measures which would ensure that ail of 
its inhabitants receive proper and adequate social treatment. On the other hand, 
the creation of such categories a re seen by some leading to the reifi cation of 
mutual group boundaries and assisting in the boundary marking process. In 
additi on, some question whether this is the role of the state. In some ways, the 
emphasis on integration is simil a r to the emphasis that socia l scientists had on 
assimilation when writing about ethnie groups and immigrants in the early and 
mid 20th century US. The question of course is whether group boundaries and 
discrimination already exist, but are just not recoguized by the state. This analysis 
of Latinos in the US suggests that if France clecides to undertake enumeration 
by cthnicity, it will have to think hard about how the gro ups they seek to count 
identify themselves and if this is congruent with how they a re identifi ed 
by others or the state. 
STATE ATTEMPTS TO ALTER THE SOR RESPONSE 
The government's response to Latinos' « other race » reporting reflects 
negotiation or contestation between state and popular understandings; or, to 
use Caill avet's (2006) phrasing, it refiects the dominant's attempts to ｣ｬ｡ ｾｳ ｩｦｹ＠
the dominated. In brief, the state addressed the SOR responses in the 1980 
census results by changing the format of the question. For example, the Hispanie 
origin question was placed before the race question and the term «race» 
was inserted numerous times in the question so that Latinos would understand 
that they werc being asked their « race» and not their national origin. But 
thisdicl not diminish the number of Latinos who chose SOR; actuall y 
the proportion went up. 
In the 1990 census, when the SOR responscs were repeated, the govern-
ment began a major re-examination of racial and ethnie standards and it 
tested numerous proposais (Evinger 1996). One proposai that was advanced 
was to « make Hispanics a race » in the next 2000 census. (This proposai was 
not advanced or cnthusiastically endorsed by auy Hispanie group.) This pro-
posai was subsequently given a Jess infl ammatory name, i.e., the « com-
bined question format ». In this proposai Hispanics were to be listed as 
a race category a lo ng with the other traditional race categories, i.e., White, 
Illack, etc. Essentiall y, Hispanics werc no longer to be an ethnie group; 
thcy were to be a race 23. 
The Oftice of Management and Budget tested the « combined format » 
proposai but, when the studies found that using the combined format resulted in 
fell'er Hispa11ics a11d Wliites being co1111ted, the proposai was abandoned (US 
Dept. of ｌ｡｢ ｯ Ｑ ｾ＠ Bureau of Labor Statistics 1995, Table l) . Consequently, both the 
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Hispanie question and the race question were continued on the census and the 
policy of the 2000 census continued to be that Hispanics were an ethnie group 
that could be of any race. As noted earli er, the decision of the census to all ow 
respondents to « choose more than one race» was a lso an attempt to minimize 
the number who would mark « other » (Padill a 2001) 24. 
ln preparing for the 2010 census, the US Cens us considered another approach 
to «correct » the Latino responses. It conductecl extensive, nation-wicle testing of 
the race question - without the SOR category. However, this ignitecl «a furious 
debate among H ispanie advocacy groups, statisticians and ofticials over how the 
nation's largest minorit y group should be definecl racially ». In N ovember 2004, 
Congressman José E. Serrano (D-NY) effectively eut the funding for any other 
projects that would climinate the SOR category. As the New York Times subse-
quently noted, « Census officiais had hopecl to eliminate the "some other race" 
category from the 2010 questionnaire to encourage Hispanics to choose from 
among five standard racial categories », i.e., white, black, Asian, American 
Inclian or Alaska native, and Pacifie Islandcrs or Hawaiian nati ves (Swarns 
2004a, 2004b). 
But as the press relcase from Congressman Serrano's offi ce statccl Americans 
woulcl not now be« forcecl to raciall y self-identif y in a way they are uncomforta-
ble with » and that this woulcl produce census results that bettcr refl ected the 
realiti es of race in America today (Serrano 2004). Serrano also noted that 
eliminating SOR woulcl ignore the evolving views of race across the country as 
immigration from Latin America has surged (Swarns 2004b). In essence, the 
Bureau had lost in its attempt to impose a racial classifi cati on system over the 
objectio ns of the group that would have been most aftècted. As of this writing, 
the 2010 census will retain the« Sorne Other Race» category 25. 
ln conclusion, the con test over how Latinos a re to be counted was (and is still ) 
an essentiall y si lent, but intensely poli tical confrontation. As notecl above, Véran 
(2006) sees Latines' SOR response as challenging the structure of signification. 
However, the SOR response is not necessaril y a consciously political act. Many 
Latines simply fill out the forms to the best of their ability. Most are not acting in 
a defiant or confrontationa l manner wheu doing so. However, because of diffc-
rent racial formation processes, their views are not necessarily congruent with 
those of the government. This is nota singular or new experience. As notecl above, 
the historical record is replete with many other examples of groups that have 
undergone simil ar raciali zing and that have responded with their own racial 
constructions, re-constructions, and challenges to how they are classifi cd (see 
Haney Lapez 1996; Rodriguez 2000, chap. 2; Coates 2006). Undoubtedly, Native 
American Indian groups had experiences simila r to those notecl above. Their 
coll ective expericnce illu strates that «race» and, in particular, racial classifica-
tions, have changed over time and have been very much influenced by poli ti cal-
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economic factors, individual perceptions, and the intell ectual scientific 
milieu of the times. * 
*Manuscrit reçu en septembre 2007, accepté pour publication en janvier 2009. 
Noms 
1. In these pages, the word Lati11os is used too frequently to italicize il systematically. 
2. 13oth terms, Latino and Hispanie, are used intcrchangcably to refer to the same population. 
3. l lowever, US census studies and reports did use the tenn « race» as well as racializing 
language. For more on the historical developmcnt of racial taxonomies, see Gould (1981), Gossett 
(1963), Jordan (1968), Stanton (1960) and Sanjek (1994). 
4. Mulattos werc only cnumcrntcd bctwccn 1850 and 1920. 
5. Data on the most rcccnt cstimates of the Latino population are from http://www.ccnsus. 
gov/Prcss-Rclcasc/www/rclcases/archives/population/005164.html and http://www.ccnsus.govfPrcss-
Releasc/www/releases/archives/population/003153.ht m I. 
6. Citcd in h t t p://www.census.gov/Press-Release/www/releases /a rchivcs/population/005164. h t ml. 
7. It is perhaps important to note for those unfamiliar with the cens us changes in the US that the 
introduction of the Hispanie identifier fundamentally altercd the whole racial classifi cation schema of 
census population categories. Before the US introduccd its Hispanie question in 1980 on the decennial 
census, ail peoples were neatly folded into four large, obliquely color-coded categories of White, Black, 
Asianand Pacifi c lslander, and Native American lndian « rnce »catcgorics. Afcwmiscell aneous persons 
were to be found in the Othcr Race category- specifically, Jess than 2 % in 1970. In 1980, cach of thcsc 
categories had to be re-named. The Whitecatcgory bccame the non-Hispanie White category, the Black 
catcgory, thcnon-Hispanic Black categoryandsoon. Hispanics, report cd inall thcracccatcgories, had to 
be subtrnctcd from thcsc catcgories to derive the« pure» race categories plus a Hispanie catcgory. In 
2000, thisall became morecomplex as people wcrcallowcd tochoose more than one racecategory. Sixty-
three mecs, or 6 single races (these included White, Black, Asian, Pacifie Islandcr, Native American 
lndian, and Some Other Racc)and 15 possible combinat ions were noted. When divided by whether these 
groups were Hispanie or not Hisp;rnic, a total of l26wcrcarrivcd at (Porter2001). Although tèw reports 
utilizcall of thesecategories, theyindicate the impact of theseshifts. 
8. This has changed somewhat. While in its prior years of cens us taking, racial determinations may 
have involl•ed respondents tosome degree, it was in 1980 that individuals would beasked to indicate their 
racewithoul an intervicwerpresenl on mail-back questionnaires. 
9. ln response to the question,« \Vhal is rncc? »,the US Census today responds as follows: « The US 
Cens us llureau complies with the Office of Management and Budget's standards for maintaining, collec-
ling, and prcsenting data on race, which were revised in October 1997. They genernlly rcflcct a social deji-
11itio11 of race recognized in thiscountry. They do no! conform lo any biological, anthropological, or gene-
l iccritcria », www.census.gov, accessedJuly9, 2008 (author's itali cs). 
1 O. In theycar2000census, the term «Sorne» wasadded to theOther Racecategory. 
11. On housingsegregation,see Rosenbaum(l 996),Dentonand Massey(l 989), Masseyand Dent on 
(1993, pp. 1 I3fl)and the fo ll owingon SES outcomes: Katzman (1968), Relcthfordt'/ al. (1983), Arce et al. 
(1987), Murguia and Telles (1996), Rodriguez (1990; 1991a), Gomez (2000), Allen et al. (2000), Espino 
and Franz (2002, p. 612), Tafoya (2004). See also the dcbalc betwecn Tell es and Murguia (1990) and 
Boharaand Davila (1992). 
12. See, for examplc, historical rcfercnccs to this among Puerto Ricans in New York City in 
Rodriguez(l 996). 
13. See Diaz McConnell and Delgado-Romero (2004) who argue that a pan-Latino idcntity is n::al for 
some, but may also be influcnccd by methodological issues. 
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14. Puerto Ricansi11 P11rrt0Ricoarcgcnerally not included in tabulations or discussions about Lati-
nosin the US. l lowever, their inclusion alters thesizeaud rela tive proportion of ail Latinogroups. Forfur-
the r analysis of this issue, sec Rodriguez (1994). Some rcccnt analyses have begun to include data from 
Puerto Rico. 
15. This tendeney to ehoosc non-tradit ional or national origin catcgories is also cvident in otherdata 
sets, e.g., one recent sampleof 2929 Latinos in the US found that the majori tyof Hispanics survcycd prc-
ferred to indicate « l li spanic »or « Latino » as their race (Suro and Tafoya 2004). Sec also Land ale and 
Oropeza (2002, p. 251 ), Vaquera and Kao (2005, p. 7). 
16. Many other foreign-born persons also had dimeulty reporting in the race item (MeKenney and 
Bennett 1994, p. 22). See Rodriguez(2000, ch a p. 7) forother research in thisarca. 
17. As noted earlier, individua ls in the USalsosought out a mon:advantageous type of classifi cation, 
but thcywerc not successful. 
18. Rodriguez( l 990)also found that, conversely, thegreaterthe proportion of l li spanics, thegreater 
the proporti on that chose the Other Race category. The proporti on identifying as Other Race vari ed 
grcatlyat theti111c, rangi11gfro1116 % in W. Va. to48.5 % in Kansas. 
19. It is of intercst in this regard that in the 2000 ccnsus of Puerto Ricans in Puerto Rico, 81 % of 
Puerto Ricans rcported they wcrc « White,» whilc only 47.4 % of Puerto Ricans in the 50 states and 
Washington, OC, reported similarly on the sa me questionnaire. Also, only 9 % indicatcd they werc SOR 
in Puerto Rico in contrast to 47 % in the statcs (sec Christcnson 2003; Deutou 
and Villa rrubia 2007). 
20. This was the2002 National Surveyof Latinos, which wasconduc ted by the Pcw HispanicCcntcr 
and the Kaiser Fa111ily Foundation in 2002. 
21. Howcvcr, Latinos arc not theonly groups to have (or have had) complex and changing (or situa-
t iona l) racial/ethnie identit ies. Sec Thompson and Sanders (2001) who find that, a111ong Afr ican Ameri-
cans, therc arc a 11u111berof ele111e11ts that arccritical Io identi fy ing raciall yand to havinga sen se of belon-
ging to a group. 
22. for example, Great IJritain uses« ethnicgroup » wi th a Mesti zo category; South /\frica « ethnie 
origin » with a Mesti zo category. They do not use« race». Howcver, the use of the ter111 « mestizo » still 
suggestsa racial component to theclassifi cation. 
23. Sorne in the data gathering comrnunity, who were in favor of the proposai, argued that adding 
Hispanics to the race questi on would reinforcetheviewthat race isasocial constructi on and nota biologi-
cal realit y. Howe1•er, thequestion wasstill referred to as the« race »questi on . 
24. Publiclyand prior to this, themixcd race politi cal movcment appeared to besolely responsible for 
thisshift. 
25. An expanded discussion of the governmcnt's attcmpts todclimit the SOR rcsponsccan be found 
in Rodrigucz (2009). 
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